THE $7 PC

LOW COST, MAXIMUM IMPACT.

keepod
for education

keepod created the world’s most affordable pc. students in more than 25 countries around the world are already using it.

SAVE
90% lower costs of ownership
90% less time to deploy
93% less labor to support

SHARE
refurbished pc’s are placed in a public space and shared personally among many.

PROTECT
a secure operating system placed on an affordable keepod usb device so students no longer need to carry expensive digital devices.
what can keepod do for you?

safe and easy personal computing.
protection from viruses or settings changes.
best in-class education with google-education and more.
no need for expensive devices (low risk of theft/misplacement).

let the numbers speak for themselves
project calculator (based on 400 students, devices and shared computers):

$4,600.00  keepod
  high performance
  low risk of theft
  low environmental impact

$80,000.00  chromebook
  high performance
  high risk of theft
  high environmental impact

$99,600.00  apple ipad
  medium performance
  very high risk of theft
  high environmental impact

now it’s your turn.
you need:

**a clear project scope** - target country, target users, number of users and pcs timeline.

**logistics** - stable power supply, internet connection, staff to follow & support, place to deploy pcs.

**keepod ready computers** - can be enquired through us or through one of our refurbishing partners.

CONTACT US AT:

keepod.com
info@keepod.com
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